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 From Stata 13 on, Stata supports a new
string data type
◦ long string  strL
 Up to two billion characters
 String functions work within the long string
 To search and extract specific numerical or categorical

data
 using strpos() and substr() string functions

 Can contain entire files
 In plain text (ASCII) but also binary objects
 Multiple files can be uploaded at once using the

programming function fileread()
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 #1 A database of addresses
◦ To be geocoded
 Finding out Longitude and Latitude of each address

 #2 A word document
◦ containing individual scores
 needs an anonymous version for public disclosure

 Both can find a solution through a combination of
fileread() and application of strpos() and substr() on
Long Strings
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 In 2011, A. Ozimek and D. Miles published
on the Stata Journal a paper on geocoding
by Stata
◦ The Stata Journal (2011) 11, Number 1, pp. 106–

119, «Stata utilities for geocoding and generating
travel time and travel distance information»
 Presenting the command geocode (dm0053)
 Which now can be downloaded in the version geocode3
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 But… when trying to apply the geocode
command to Italian addresses…
◦ The program enters an infinite loop:
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 The geocode help itself suggests to find more
information on codes at the webpage
◦ http://code.google.com/apis/maps/documentation/geocoding/
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https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/
geocode/json?address=14+Via+roentgen+
milano+ITALY&
key=AIzaSyBU7B8Vl1ZbazXceeYqnuauo_XXXXXXXXX



 The https:// address string can be built
◦ Using the available elements of the address
 + the personal API key (the red and blue one…)
 Which has to be released by Google Cloud Platform

◦ Latitude and Longitude come constantly after
“sentinel text” such as “lat” and “long”
 Numerical Latitude and Longitude can be found and

extracted searching the “sentinel text” by strpos()
and substr()
 If the json format file is imported in a strL variable
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 University of Cassino & SL curriculum
management software produces reports on
student’s course evaluation questionnaires
◦ The main report is produced in Word Format, and

contains individual evaluation scores in graphical
and tabular format
 These “disclosed” versions are used by the Course

Management Structures
 But the University policy is to publish only

anonymous data on the website
 How can graphics and total number of questionnaires be

“extracted” from the files and rebuilt in a new file?
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1. Save the Word file in: a) Plain text version (to be
processed for the «numbers»); b) html version (to
extract the radar plots)

2. Upload in a single Stata file all the txt files for each study
curriculum using fileread()  counter_radar.do

3. Extract the number of questionnaires and the average
value for each question in each curriculum using strpos()
and substr()  counter_radar.do

4. Rebuilt LaTeX files for each line of the Stata file,
combining standard text + the extracted numbers + the
jpg images of the radar plots saved for the html version
 LaTeX_izza.do
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